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GIS (Geographic Information System, Geographic Information System) is a comprehensive 
discipline, combining with geography and cartography, widely used in different areas, is used for 
input, storage, query, analysis and display of Geographic data of the computer System. 
The development of GIS application launch international manufacturers usually preferred to 
GIS platform, such as ArcGIS, GoogleEarth, ArcIMS and ArcEngine, etc. However these common 
platform also has some limitations, such as need the Internet support, graphics rendering 
efficiency is not high, in view of the special interface can't meet the demand, and so on.  
Based on the further study of the geographic information system on the basis of the principle, 
design, construction model is put forward, and using XNA efficient rendering graphics engine, the 
realizing methods of geographic information system. Research start from the bottom of the 
interface, through the map data downloaded from the Internet, developing step by step, finally 
realizes the support of remote sensing, vector, three-dimensional integrated geographic 
information system, WEBGIS, and other functions. In this paper, the main work is as follows:  
1, from the Internet for public geographic information data, such as various types of tiles map 
data and the DEM elevation data, and analyze the data download, parse the data effectively, and 
the reverse reduction method using these data.  
2, to have access to geographic information data, design a geographical space model, and 
design 2 d and 3 d models in the world, and for code implementation, and by using XNA graphics 
engine and HLSL vertex shader language to complete the 2 d and 3 d image drawing work. Finally 
completed in 2 d and 3 d space, space scale, roaming, map hierarchy of geographic information, 
load model and drawing and so on a series of work.  
3, distributed application research and application of web service technology, realizes the 
server maintenance and processing of geographic information data, the client such as site map data 
call, application, implementation of distributed geographic information system applications.  
The current research and development of geographic information system has been 
successfully used, in more than half a year the use of the process, the system runs stably, the effect 
is good, get the user's consistent high praise.  
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Google Earth、Virtual Earth和World Wind等。[8]错误！未找到引用源。错误！
未找到引用源。  
 
















图 1.2Virtual Earth 
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